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A new organisation that could
have provided much higher com-
pensation for the more than 100
chemical-cargo incidents that
have taken place over recent
years could be given the green
light next
month.

Moves to be-
gin establishing
an administra-
tion to run the
$343m compen-
sation scheme
required for the
Hazardous and
Noxious Sub-
stances (HNS)
Convention will
be proposed to
delegates at a
London meet-
ing.

It seems likely
that the new
HNS Fund will
be London-
based and run by the same secre-
tariat that administers the Inter-
national Oil Pollution
Compensation (IOPC) Fund cov-
ering tanker spills.

The HNS convention was
adopted in May 1996 but it has
taken seven years for support to
grow to the point where it seems

likely to come into effect.
Although oil tanker spills such

as the Prestige and the Erika catch
the headlines, there are also regu-
lar shipping incidents involving
toxic chemicals. Accidents with
such chemicals as cyanide, vinyl
acetate, phenol, methy ethyl ke-

tone, hydrochlo-
ric, phosphoric,
sulphuric and
nitric acids, lead
and zinc con-
centrates as well
as the various
liquefied petro-
leum gasses
pose a potential
catastrophe. No-
table chemical
incidents have
involved ships
such as Ievoli
Sun, Multitank
Ascania and Jol-
ly Rubina. The
new HNS con-
vention will
greatly increase

the payout facing shipowners
and their protection-and-indem-
nity clubs to a maximum of SDR
100m ($137m) with the balance
of the compensation from cargo
interests in a manner modelled
on the oil-tanker regime.

So far only Russia, Angola and
Morocco have acceded to the

HNS convention with the four
Nordic countries, the UK, Ger-
many and Canada indicating sup-
port by signing the treaty. The Eu-
ropean Council also agreed that
all member states should ratify
the convention late last year.

The threshold for entry into
force of ratifications from 12
states including four with fleets
of more than two million gt is
therefore not too far away. 

However, the risk that a few
early-joiners could be exposed to
big compensation payouts makes
it desirable that a critical mass of

countries jump into the HNS
regime together. Delegates to an
IOPC Fund assembly next month
will be asked by the organisa-
tion’s director, Mans Jacobsson,
to give an indication of their gov-
ernments’ thinking on the HNS
system so he can press ahead
with preparations for setting up
the new compensation scheme.

The HNS Convention will also
be given an impetus from a con-
sultative meeting to be held in Ot-
tawa in June that is likely to
thrash out some of the crucial un-
resolved issues about the com-

pensation system. The HNS com-
pensation scheme would enter
into force 18 months after the rat-
ification conditions are fulfilled
but Jacobsson tells TradeWinds
he thinks it is desirable to begin
work on setting up the infrastruc-
ture soon.

He recalls that the costly Anto-
nio Gramsci tanker spill hap-
pened within a very short time of
the IOPC Fund system being es-
tablished back in the late 1970s
so an HNS Fund has to be ready
to handle claims very early in its
life.]
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Victims of the Prestige tanker
spill are set to get their first signif-
icant payout as a result of a little
bit of financial juggling at the In-
ternational Oil Pollution Com-
pensation (IOPC) Fund.

Worries that the Spanish legal
system could lead to the Pres-
tige’s protection-and-indemnity
club being placed in double jeop-
ardy has so far complicated the
payment of compensation, al-
though it is now more than five
months since the spill caused ma-
jor pollution damage to the Span-
ish coast.

But the IOPC Fund has come
up with an ingenious proposal to
resolve the issue. If the Fund’s
governing assembly approves the
idea next month, up to $55m of
spare cash will be borrowed from
the piggy bank set up to pay for
the Nakhodka spill in Japan in
1997 to finance Prestige claims.

P&I clubs normally fund initial

compensation and clean up costs
but the London Steam-Ship Own-
ers’ Mutual Insurance Associa-
tion, while prepared to pay the
money into court, is reluctant to
hand its contribution over to
claimants as a result of legal ad-
vice that this could leave it facing
a double bill.

A global settlement towards

the end of last year fully resolved
claims arising from the loss of the
19,900-dwt Nakhodka (built
1970) leaving a spare $58.5m in
the kitty.

The oil companies and other
receivers of oil who faced cash
calls to pay for the $181m
Nakhodka spill are entitled to re-
imbursement of the spare cash

but as they are largely the same
parties who face a levy for the
Prestige spill, borrowing the
money makes sense.

There will be a full financial
reconciliation in due course but
the move will speed the payout of
compensation and avoid the Lon-
don-based IOPC Fund handing
back money collected for the
Nakhodka while simultaneously
imposing a Prestige levy for al-
most the same amount.

The loss of the 81,000-dwt
Prestige (built 1976) while fully
laden with a cargo of heavy fuel
oil still appears to be the spill that
poses the biggest challenge to the
established tanker compensation
system.

Estimated claims are already
north of $1bn even before the cost
of removing the large amount of
oil still trapped in the wreck —
lying on the seabed in two parts
in waters some 3,500 metres
deep.

The shipowner and the London
Club is entitled to limit liability
to SDR 18.9m ($26m) under the
1992 Civil Liability Convention
with the contribution under the
Fund Convention of the same
year lifting the total available to a
still inadequate SDR 135m
($185m).

Hull underwriters in the US,
UK and France paid the $7m
Prestige hull-insurance claim a
month ago.
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Closing in on chemical spill compensation

Nifty solution to
‘Prestige’ claims
The IOPC fund has
come up with a
scheme to speed
up compensation
payouts related to
the Prestige spill.

Middle East
war rates take
a steep tumble
Jim Mulrenan London

War-risk insurance rates for most
of the Middle East have tumbled
following the end of the conflict
in Iraq.

Underwriters in the key Lon-
don war market are no longer
charging additional hull premi-
ums for many Arab and Iranian
ports even if they remain on the
list of locations excluded from
cover under annual policies.

The war premium payable for
tankers loading at terminals in
Kuwait has halved over the past
week, according to leading ma-
rine insurance brokers.

The only area continuing to
cause concern to underwriters is
understood to be the high-profile
Iraqi port of Umm Qasr where the
threat from mines is still thought
to exist.

However, commercial ships are
making few if any calls at Umm
Qasr so rating levels remain
rather hypothetical.

An indication of the more re-
laxed view being taken is that car-
go underwriters have ceased to
impose a war loading on the
southern part of the Middle East
Gulf. The Gulf above 28 degrees
north however remains “held
covered”, meaning subject to in-
dividual negotiation.

During the fighting in Iraq rates
of 0.1% or 0.25% depending on
location were charged for the
southern Gulf, which compares
to the benchmark cargo rate of
0.05%. The cargo war rate for Is-
rael and Palestine authority areas
has also halved from 0.1% to the
0.05% level. 

CHEMICALS:The “Ievoli Sun” goes
down Photo: Reuters

POOR SEASON:The “Prestige” spill cost coastal fisherman Bernando Foxz and
many of his colleagues hard cash while they were held in port. Photo: Reuters
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